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ABSTRACT

Wind tunnel experiments were conducted to measure the unsteady surface pressure field of a hemisphere-on-
cylinder turret in subsonic flow. These measurements were obtained using pressure transducers coupled with
fast response pressure sensitive paint. The surface pressure field data resulting from Mach 0.5 flow (ReD ≈
2 × 106) over three different turret protrusion distances were analyzed. Previously, dominant surface pressure
modes on the turret were found using proper orthogonal decomposition. The results of which showed that
greater turret protrusion into the freestream flow increased the prevalence of spanwise anti-symmetric surface
pressure field fluctuations. These anti-symmetric pressure fluctuations are caused by anti-symmetrical vortex
shedding. However, when a partially submerged hemispherical turret geometry is used, it was shown that
this anti-symmetric mode was of much lower relative energy. This suggests that there is a transition in flow
field phenomena as protrusion is changed from partially submerged to a full hemisphere configuration. Further
investigation into this so-called “mode switching” is the emphasis of the work presented here. This research
heavily relied on modal analysis to identify correlations between turret and wake surface pressure fields. The
fluctuations in the surface pressure field around the partial hemisphere were found to be mostly dominated by
the wake with little influence from fluidic structures on the turret itself. For the hemisphere and hemisphere-on-
cylinder configurations, both symmetric and anti-symmetric unsteady separation grew to be the largest influence
and was coupled with the wake fluctuations.

Keywords: Turret, submerged hemisphere, proper orthogonal decomposition, surface pressure, directed energy,
hemisphere-on-cylinder, pressure sensitive paint, modal analysis

1. INTRODUCTION

There has been considerable research into integrating directed energy systems into airborne vehicles[1–3]. Hemi-
sphere shaped geometries are of high interest for beam director designs due to their fairly simple geometry and
wide field-of-regard. The general behavior for a flow around a hemisphere-on-cylinder has been discussed ex-
tensively in Gordeyev et al. [4] and will only be briefly summarized here. As flow stagnates at the front of the
turret, a “necklace” vortex forms and extends downstream around the base of the turret, as schematically shown
in Fig. 1. This necklace vortex is heavily influenced by the state of the incoming boundary layer. The flow over
the front of the turret is relatively steady with a stagnation line forming along the leading edge of the cylinder,
and attached flow accelerating over the front portion of the hemisphere. The attached flow eventually separates
due to the imposed adverse pressure gradient downstream of the hemisphere’s apex. In the separated region,
two counter-rotating “horn” vortices form. This turbulent flow field produces unsteady forcing on the turret.

For the application of airborne-mounted laser propagation systems which use turret-based geometries, un-
steady forcing of the turret results in vibrations of various optical path components which imposes bulk unsteady
angular distortions onto the laser beam [5–7]. Angular beam distortions in the beam director (or at the pupil
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plane) lead to a net unsteady motion of the laser beam at the target. This rapid far-field beam motion, collo-
quially referred to as beam jitter, severely reduces the laser power maintained on the desired target aim-point.
Jitter resulting from flow-induced vibrations is referred to as aero-mechanical jitter. The unsteady pressure field
causing this jitter is only a function of Mach number and turret geometry [8]. Previous studies of the unsteady
pressure field around a turret have been performed. Specifically, the effects of different surface features on the
unsteady pressure field were studied in [8] and the wake response of an oscillating hemisphere was studied in [9].
Both of these experiments used pressure sensitive paint (PSP) which is able to measure surface pressure fields
with very high spatial resolution and has become an increasingly popular method for studying surface pressure
fields as its temporal resolution has increased, now being able to measure pressure fluctuations up to 20 kHz [10].
The high spatial resolution PSP provides has made proper orthogonal decomposition of the surface pressure field
much more powerful as the relationships between more complex structures in the flow can be visualized.

Hemisphere-on-cylinder turrets with varying protrusions were previously studied in [11], and it was found
that there was a significant change in flow behavior from a predominantly symmetric flow to predominantly anti-
symmetric flow when transitioning from a partially submerged hemisphere to a full hemisphere. The analysis
presented in this paper further studies the same data and the transition from the partial hemisphere to hemisphere
geometry. Submerged hemispherical turrets have been studied both experimentally [12,13] and computationally
in [14–16]. However, from the results of these studies it is not clear what causes the dramatic change in flow
behavior. In this analysis, proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) was used to further understand the prominent
structures in the flow over the turret and in the wake. Joint proper orthogonal decomposition (JPOD), introduced
in [8], was used to compare flow structures between different geometries.

Figure 1. Schematic of major flow structures for flow around a hemisphere-on-cylinder turret4,15

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Surface pressure was measured for flow over a hemisphere-on-cylinder turret with varying protrusion in Mach
0.5 subsonic flow. The setup has already been described in depth in [11], so it will only be summarized here.
For these studies, the same turret with diameter D= 0.30 m (12 in) was used. This turret is a shell of the
AAOL turret which has produced many foundational datasets and impactful results [17–19] in the aero-optics
community. It is worth noting that the AAOL shell turret model used in the studies presented here is not a
smooth hemisphere-on-cylinder, but rather has realistic surface features such as small gaps between the stationary
turret shell and the rotating “donut” part, screw holes, etc. An image of this turret configured in the wind tunnel
can be seen in Fig. 2. The turret protruded from the wall at different heights of H = 0.07 m (2.75 in), 0.15 m (6
in), 0.19 m (7.5 in), and 0.27 m (10.5 in). The lowest protrusion is referred to as the “partial hemisphere,” which
corresponds to about 45% of the hemisphere protruding. The H = 0.15 m protrusion configuration is referred
to as the “hemisphere” case and the H = 0.19 m protrusion configuration is referred to as the “hemisphere +
cylinder” case. The H = 0.27 m protrusion case was not included in this analysis as it was noisy and did not
provide much additional insight. The different geometries were tested in the University of Notre Dame’s White
Field Mach 0.6 wind tunnel. This wind tunnel has a 0.91 x 0.91 m (3 by 3 ft) test section and data were collected
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at freestream Mach numbers of 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. However, the analyses presented in this paper are focused on
protrusion distance effects for only the Mach 0.5 case due to the favorable signal to noise ratio at this Mach
number. Initial results and analysis from Mach 0.3, 0.4 as well as the 0.27 m protrusion cases are discussed
in [11]. A fast response polymer-ceramic pressure sensitive paint (PC-PSP) was used to measure the surface
pressure on the surface of the turret and inside the 0.3 x 0.61 m (12 x 24 in) wake region behind the cylinder,
which can be seen in Fig. 2 (Left). The PSP was excited by 8 UV-light sources, visible in Fig. 2 (Left) and
the resulting luminescence intensity was measured. Two synchronized high-speed Phantom cameras (v1611 and
v2512), one on each side of the test section, were used to capture the PSP intensity with a 3 kHz frame rate.
Four Kulite XT-140 pressure transducers were installed into the surface of the turret, as shown in Fig. 2. These
wall-mounted fast-response pressure transducers allowed for the in-situ calibration of the PSP. Data collection
of the pressure transducers was synchronized with the cameras and recorded unsteady pressures for 5.33 seconds
at a sampling rate of 30 kHz. Tunnel temperature, static pressure, and lab atmospheric pressure were recorded
before and after tests. More information about the PSP and its application can be found in [20,21].

Figure 2. (Left) Turret set-up inside the wind tunnel. Beige regions are where PSP was applied. (Right) Sample image
from PSP video for full 10.5 in protruded turret.

3. DATA REDUCTION

3.1 Surface pressure reconstruction

The general process for surface pressure reconstruction and PSP calibration was the same as in [8,11]. However,
in these studies, there were changes in the mesh and blending used to extract pressure from the raw imagery
data. As before, the 2-D images from the two cameras were transformed into a 3-D surface which allowed for
more freedom in viewing the data from different angles and made it possible to combine the two datasets to get
a full image of the turret and the wake region. This conversion was done using a perspective transformation
matrix (PTM), which is created using an image of a mask with points at known locations in 3-D space. A
3-D mesh was created, then mapped onto the 2-D image plane which is shown in Fig. 3. The mesh in the
wake region was rectangular with grid steps of 7.6 mm (0.3 in), while the dome had a spherical mesh with grid
steps of 3◦ in both azimuthal and elevation directions. Mesh points were not included at the locations of the
unsteady pressure sensors since the wall-mounted sensors themselves were not painted. For the hemisphere and
hemisphere + cylinder cases, small semi-circular regions at the front and the aft portions of the turret, visible in
Fig. 4, were also excluded from the turret mesh. The reason for the exclusion is that these regions were seen by
the cameras at severely oblique angles (> 80 degrees), and PSP angular response at these large angles is hard
to quantify. Finally, mesh points were not included in the region where the turret body meets the tunnel wall
as the transition could not be clearly defined in the images.
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Figure 3. Mesh used to collect data which has been overlayed on top of an example image. The region in yellow is the
common region used for JPOD. The purple and yellow regions together were used for POD. Flow goes from right to left.

The intensities for pixels closest to the mesh locations were extracted and spatially filtered by taking the
average value of pixels in an 11 x 11 surrounding square. The intensity values, I, recorded by the cameras were
converted to static pressure, P, through the Stern-Volmer equation

Iref (s)

I(s, t)
= A+B

P (s, t)

Pref
(1)

where Pref was the ambient lab pressure and Iref is the temporal mean of the reference data taken with the
wind tunnel flow off and the UV lights on. A and B are calibration constants calculated for each camera and
geometry using the temporal mean pressure from the unsteady pressure sensors and intensity values from pixels
surrounding the pressure sensor. The calibration curves are shown in [11]. Only pressure fluctuations were used
in this analysis. However, there was a temperature-related drift in the mean that was found in the PSP data.
Since the temperature drift was mostly linear, a linear component was subtracted from the intensity time series
to ensure the pressure fluctuations are not affected by the temperature drift.

After conversion to spatial pressure fields, the sets of data from two cameras were combined to get a full
surface pressure field. This was accomplished by using weighted blending functions, similar to the method used
in [8]. For the dome, a region of 20 mm on either side of the centerplane in the spanwise direction was averaged
following a linearly varying weighted average. For the wake region, no weighting was used and all points with
values from both cameras were averaged evenly.

3.2 Proper orthogonal decomposition

As in the previous paper [11], Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) was used to analyse the unsteady
pressure fields on the turret and in the wake region. POD is commonly used as a means for creating a low-
order reconstruction of the spatio-temporal data, where the data can be represented using a reduced number of
spatial modes [22]. In POD, the globally-reconstructed spatio-temporal fluctuating pressure field, p(s, t), where
s = (x, y, z) denotes a spatial point, is decomposed into a series of spatial POD modes, ϕn(s), and corresponding
temporal coefficients, an(t), such as p(s, t) =

∑
n an(t)ϕn(s). The POD modes are the solutions of the eigenvalue

problem, ∫
s′
R(s, s′)ϕn(s

′)ds′ = λnϕn(s), (2)

where R(s, s′) = p(s, t)p(s′, t) is the two-point cross-correlation martix and the overbar denotes the temporal
averaging. The energy of each mode is given by the eigenvalue, λn. By construction, the POD modes are
orthonormal,

∫
s
ϕn(s)ϕm(s)ds = δnm, where δnm is a Kronecker delta. The temporal coefficients can be found

by projecting the pressure field onto the POD mode,

an(t) =

∫
s

p(s, t)ϕn(s)ds. (3)

The energy of each mode can be also found directly from the temporal coefficients as λn = a2n(t).
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Equations (2) and (3) were discretized using the mesh explained in the Section 3.1 and combines the purple
and yellow meshes in Fig. 3, to decompose the surface pressure PSP data into individual POD modes and their
coefficients. Since the mesh was nonuniform, a weighted version of POD calculation was implemented [22, 23].
The MATLAB eig function was used to solve Equation (2).

3.3 Joint POD

Although an optimal set of modes can be obtained for each data set using POD, the spatial modes are different
for each case, so comparing POD modes and related energies for different turret geometries becomes complicated.
An alternative way, called Joint Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (JPOD), was proposed and used as a data
analysis technique to compute the common or joint modes from different data sets [8, 9]. JPOD is a specialized
version of POD, in which the spatio-temporal data for different cases are combined into a single joint data set, and
POD algorithm is used to extract the joint spatial modes. In the present studies, the cross-correlation matrices
for all turret configurations were combined to compute a joint two-point cross-correlation matrix, RJoint(s, s

′),

RJoint(s, s
′) = R(s, s′;PartialHemisphere) +R(s, s′;Hemisphere) +R(s, s′;Hemisphere+ Cylinder) (4)

where the R(s, s′, Geometry) is the correlation matrix of a given geometry normalized by the square of the
spatial mean of the temporal root mean square of its pressure field, ⟨Prms(s)⟩2, where the angle brackets denote
spatial average. The JPOD requires a common surface area and mesh to be defined, which is shown in yellow
in Fig. 3. The joint POD modes, ψ(s), were computed, using RJoint(s, s

′) via Equation (2). The temporal
coefficients of JPOD modes, denoted as b(t;Geometry), were computed by projecting the JPOD modes onto
individual pressure fields,

bn(t;Geometry) =

∫
s

p(s, t;Geometry)ψn(s)ds. (5)

From the temporal coefficients, individual energies of JPOD modes were computed,

Λn(Geometry) = b2n(t;Geometry). (6)

By design, this set of spatial JPOD modes is the same for all cases. When the individual data sets for each case
are projected onto these spatial JPOD modes, only the temporal coefficients and the corresponding energies will
be different. Thus, the differences among cases will be reflected only in the temporal coefficients and the energy
distributions, making it easier to compare the cases.

4. RESULTS

4.1 Pressure fields

The PSP data were used to calculate the surface pressure fields for each of the different turret geometries.
Subsequently, the spatial map of the pressure fluctuation coefficient, Cp,rms(s), was calculated, and the results
are shown in Fig. 4. Similar calculations were presented in [11]; however, the results presented here were
calculated with a mesh that was extended to the wake region to provide a more complete view of the pressure
field around the turrets. The quarter circle visible in the bottom left ∼(Z=-0.15, X=0.2) of the plots is a
consequence of the mesh and blending, and is not a physical feature of the flow. The separation line is clearly
visible for the hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder, however, the flow is separating just behind the apex of
the turret. This separation location is sufficiently further upstream than expected. Flow over a hemisphere and
hemisphere + cylinder is expected to separate at approximately 120◦ from the freestream direction (measured
from -X axis) for flows with ReD > 300, 000 [4], where this presented flow is around ReD = 2× 106. This early
separation is likely caused by imperfections on the surface of the turret. The separation line location is similar
to that observed in previous experiments using the same turret with these realistic surface features in [8]. The
spanwise extent of the wake is the smallest for the partial hemisphere and becomes wider for the hemisphere
and the hemisphere + cylinder cases. Also, pressure fluctuations on the turret surface and in the wake region
increase with the amount of protrusion, with the smallest fluctuations observed for the partial hemisphere case
and the largest fluctuations for the hemisphere + cylinder case.
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Figure 4. Spatial maps of pressure fluctuation coefficients, Cp,rms(s), for each geometry. Flow goes in positive X direction.

4.2 POD Analysis

Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) was performed on the fluctuating pressure fields to study prominent
spatial features in the flow. POD was performed for the wake and dome regions together which are shown in
Fig. 3 as the purple and yellow meshes. This allowed us to relate flow features from the two regions. The first
four POD modes for each geometry are shown in Fig. 5 along with the modes’ associated relative energy. The
relative energies of the first ten modes for the three geometries are show in Fig. 6.

The hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder geometries have almost identical modes, except the hemisphere
+ cylinder has higher energy. The first mode contains 16% and 21% of the total energy for the hemisphere
and hemisphere + cylinder, respectively. This mode is mostly anti-symmetric in the cross-stream direction.
The pressure fluctuations from the separation line are correlated with the separated region of the wake. This
correlation is shown in Fig. 5 where areas with dark blue are strongly correlated, and yellow regions are anti-
correlated with the dark blue region, with green begin neutral. The anti-symmetric nature of mode 1 is a result of
unsteady alternating vortex shedding that has been seen throughout literature [4,8,24]. The second mode for the
hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder geometries, which contains 10% and 11% of the total energy, respectively,
looks similar to the Cp,rms(s) maps with the strong correlation on the top of the sphere corresponding to the
fluctuations from the separation region. This region is rather thick and not uniform in the cross-stream direction
due to the surface features on the top of the hemisphere some of which appear in the POD mode. Also evident
is a pair of correlated regions in the wake related to the counter-rotating horn vortices. The flow moving over
the top of the turret is pulled downward towards the wall which is visualized nicely in Fig. 1 (Right). At the
point where this downwashed flow reattaches to the wall, there is a relatively large increase in pressure. For
mode 2 this wake reattachment region and the separation region are anti-correlated, which is similar to what [25]
described as a wake “breathing” mode. As the separation line moves upstream it causes an increase in pressure
on top of the turret, as it is now in the separated region, while at the same time causing a decrease in pressure
at the wake reattachment location. The decrease could be because the flow, which separates earlier than the
apex, is moving slower so it has less momentum to hit the wall with at reattachment. Then if the separation
line moves downstream we get opposite effects. From modes 1 and 2, we see that the separation line on the
turret is fairly strongly correlated to the wake structures. It is interesting to note that these two modes contain
different wake structures and since POD modes are statistically uncorrelated, the separation zone in mode 1 and
the wake reattachment zone in mode 2 were statistically uncorrelated. However, they do both appear in mode
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Figure 5. POD modes for each geometry with associated modal energy.

4 so they are not completely independent. The third mode for the two geometries show correlation of the wake
but there is very little correlation with anything on the turret, aside from some regions of the separation line for
the hemisphere, which shows a decoupling of the wake from the turrets geometry for this mode. Also for the
hemisphere mode 3, there is a slight asymmetry. Mode 4 shows a strong anti-correlation in the wake similar to
mode 1, which is again related to the alternating vortex shedding off of the turret. This mode was also seen in
[26] where the alternating pockets continued downstream, which in this case, if the wake region was extended
downstream, we would expect to see another set of correlated regions, but with a blue region on the positive Z
side and a yellow region on the negative Z side. This mode also has anti-correlation between the dome and the
wake as was seen in mode 2. Here, there is also a slight correlation between the flow on the top of the dome,
and the flow wrapping around the base of the turret, similar to mode 1.

Fundamentally different behavior is noticed in the POD modes for the partial hemisphere geometry com-
pared to the hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder geometries. The primary mode, containing 8% of the total
modal energy, is symmetric with two pockets of highly correlated fluctuation in the wake corresponding to the
reattachment explained previously. As there is very little correlation with any region on the turret, aside from
a weak correlation with the short separation line on top of the turret, the wake for the partial hemisphere is
mostly decoupled from the turret, which is a prominent departure from the flow dynamics over the hemisphere
and hemisphere + cylinder which had strong correlation between the separation line and the wake for the first
two modes. The second mode containing 6% of the energy is also related to the vortices in the wake and is also
symmetric. However, there is now a region of anti-correlated fluctuation shown in yellow in between the turret
and the further downstream wake structure shown in blue. There is a faint blue region on the top of the dome
around (0,0), with a faint yellow region on the downstream section of the dome. This mode could be thought
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Figure 6. POD modal energy for each geometry.

of as a companion mode to the first mode showing movement of the reattachment region up and downstream.
As the high pressure reattachment region moves upstream, the region upstream would see a pressure increase,
while the region downstream which no longer has flow reattaching over it would experience a decrease in pres-
sure. In this case, the yellow region of the mode would correspond to the region of increasing pressure while
the blue region would correspond to the decreasing pressure region. If the reattachment region instead moves
downstream, the direction of change in pressure would flip with the yellow corresponding to dropping pressure
and the blue corresponding to increasing pressure. Another possible interpretation of this mode would be that
the yellow region corresponds to the fluctuation of the reattachment lines along the sides of the separated region,
while the blue region is the same as the blue region in mode 1. Modes 3 and 4 are again related to the structures
in the wake, but also include contribution from flow over the top of the dome. They are slightly asymmetric
both in the wake and on the dome, but not as anti-symmetric between positive and negative Z as seen in mode
4 for the other geometries. The asymmetries are slightly offset which may be explained by a much less dramatic
alternation in the vortices shedding mostly from the top instead of around the sides of the turret. This mode
seems to be approaching the alternating vortices seen in mode 4 for the hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder.
These modes all look fairly similar and from all of them together, we can see the vortex structures fluctuating and
shedding downstream. From these modes we can also see that the wake is getting larger as protrusion increases,
based on the size of the dark blue region in mode 1 for the partial hemisphere and mode 2 for the hemisphere
and hemisphere + cylinder. In the plot of modal energies of the different geometries in Fig. 6 we can see that
the flow grows more “organized” as protrusion increases as the leading modes contain more of the total energy
of the system. The first three modes for the hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder contain 32% and 42% of the
total energy respectively, whereas for the partial hemisphere the first three modes only contain 20% of the total
energy.

To understand the temporal dynamics of the these dominant structures in the pressure field, spectra of the
time coefficients for the first four modes of each geometry were calculated. The spectra were calculated using a
Hanning window and block averaged using 10 blocks. The results which can be seen in Fig. 7 are plotted against
Strouhal number, StD = fD/U∞, which is then normalized frequency based on the turret diameter.

For the hemisphere, spectra are shown in the top right plot of Fig. 7. The anti-symmetric Modes 1 and 4
have noticeable peaks at StD ≈ 0.18. This is consistent with results obtained in [8,26] and is associated with
anti-symmetric vortex shedding. The spectra of modes 2 and 3 for the hemisphere do not have any noticeable
peaks. The hemisphere + cylinder case shown in the bottom plot of Fig. 7 does not have a distinct peak for the
first mode, but rather has high energy for all low frequencies up to StD ≈ 0.2, above which it drops off. For mode
4 there is a clear peak at StD ≈ 0.2. As with the hemisphere, modes 2 and 3 do not have any prominent peaks.
For the partial hemisphere the first mode has high energy in the lower frequencies with a peak at StD ≈ 0.27,
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Figure 7. Spectra of time coefficients for POD modes 1-4 for each geometry.

while modes 2-3 have a clear hump that peaks around StD ≈ 0.45. These peak fall in the range of StD = 0.2−0.5
that is associated with symmetric vortex shedding [24]. There are also sharp peaks throughout the spectra that
are likely from the equipment electronic noise. In addition to having a peak at a different location compared to
the hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder spectra, the partial hemisphere has a much different spectra shape
with a much more gradual hump. For all modes and turret geometries, the lower frequencies StD < 0.5 contain
most of the spectral energy. It is worth noting that the partial hemisphere modes 3 and 4 have a higher peak
frequency than mode 4 for the hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder, as these modes seem similar. As suggested
before, it seems like the partial hemisphere modes 3-4 would turn into hemisphere mode 4 as the protrusion is
increased, and based on the spectral peaks, we can see the frequency would decrease as well. A possible source
of this change could be the separation occurring on the turret, which seems to increase greatly in strength and
correlation with the wake between the partial hemisphere and hemisphere, based on its presence in the first two
modes. Also, it is a bit unusual how the correlation is not very strong for the separation line in any of the modes
for the partial hemisphere, suggesting weak separation dynamics. These results also somewhat disagree with
previous numerical studies where separation over a partial hemisphere was clearly evident [14,15], so additional
studies are needed to resolve this issue. In the partial hemisphere mode 3, the unsteady separation line is a little
clearer extending from about Z=0.05 all the way to the edge of the turret at about Z=-0.1.
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4.3 Joint POD Analysis

While we can gain good insight into the effects of different protrusions through POD, JPOD allows for a much
more direct comparison of the prominent flow features between different geometries. The pressure fluctuation data
was used to perform JPOD analysis. The first five modes are shown in Fig. 8. These modes are almost identical
to the regular POD modes of the hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder and follow the same interpretation.
Mode 5 for the POD was not shown, however, for the hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder it was also similar
to the JPOD mode 5. This mode has a pair of correlated structures in the wake colored yellow that are anti-
correlated with another pair of structures downstream which are shown in blue, and also anti-correlated to the
separation line region on top of the dome, also blue. This mode is similar the the POD mode 2 for the partial
hemisphere and is related to the wake “breathing.” As explained for the partial hemisphere mode 2, this JPOD
mode 5 can be thought of as a companion mode to JPOD mode 4, corresponding to the up and downstream
movement of the reattachment point.

Figure 8. JPOD modes.

Figure 9. JPOD mode energy and cumulative energy for each geometry.

In the plot of energy shown in Fig. 9 the shift in dominant modes between the partial hemisphere and
hemisphere is obvious. The primary mode for the partial hemisphere is mode 3, with 19% of the total energy,
which is a symmetric mode related to the wake, where the most energetic mode for the hemisphere and hemisphere
+ cylinder is mode 1, with 13% and 17% of the total energy, respectively, which is an anti-symmetric mode related
to the separation off the sides of the turret and the separated region. Mode 2 is the second most energetic mode
for the hemisphere with 10% of the total energy and is the third most energetic for the hemisphere + cylinder
containing 13%. For the partial hemisphere, this mode has a lower relative energy of 6%. Interestingly, however,
this mode is still the second most energetic for the partial hemisphere; showing there is in fact some inverse
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relation between the flow on top of the turret and the wake for the partial hemisphere, despite not showing up
clearly in the POD modes

Mode 3 is prominent for all three geometries being the most energetic mode for the partial hemisphere (18%),
the second energetic mode for the hemisphere + cylinder with 14% of the energy, and the third energetic mode
for the hemisphere with 10%. This leads us to conclude that a coherent wake is a significant flow feature for all
geometries. As for mode 1, while it is the primary mode for the hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder, it is
not even in the top 5 modes for the partial hemisphere case with less than 2% of the total energy. Therefore,
between the 45% protrusion of the partial hemisphere and the full hemisphere protrusion, the anti-symmetric
separation and “horn” vortices grow more prominent. With the increased protrusion, the separation in general
becomes stronger, and mode 2 also increases in relative strength. It doesn’t appear as though mode 3 loses
energy as protrusion increases, since this mode has relatively high energy for all geometries. Mode 4 seems like
a combination of modes 1 and 2, with anti-correlation side to side and dome to wake. Mode 5 is similar to mode
2 with anti-correlation between the separation line and the wake, however, there is an additional anti-correlated
wake region. This mode is the the 3rd highest energy mode for the partial hemisphere, and it is similar to the
partial hemisphere’s POD mode 2. However, despite being the third mode, it only holds a relatively low 3% of
the total energy. For the hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder, this mode is the fifth most energetic, however,
it holds a higher portion of energy than the partial hemisphere at 5% of the total energy.

From the cumulative energy plot in Fig. 9 we can get an idea of the organization of flow for the different
geometries. As protrusion decreases, the cumulative energy decrease consistent with the smaller Cprms values
observed in Fig. 4. The hemisphere + cylinder is most organized requiring about 110 modes to have 90% of the
total energy, while the hemisphere requires about 150 modes, and the partial hemisphere, which is significantly
less organized, requires about 900 modes to reach 90% of the total energy.

Figure 10. JPOD Spectra.

Spectra of the time coefficients for the first four JPOD modes of each geometry were calculated using a
Hanning window and block averaging with 16 blocks that are 0.33 seconds in length. The spectra of the first
three modes are plotted versus Strouhal number, StD, in Fig. 10. For mode 1 corresponding to the asymmetric
correlation, the spectra of the hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder look similar to the spectra of their POD
mode 1 which is expected as the JPOD and POD mode 1 look very similar. Both have a peak at StD ≈ 0.19,
which again is associated with the asymmetric vortex shedding. The hemisphere + cylinder case has a clearer
peak with less energy in the lower frequencies below StD ≈ 0.19 than the spectra of its POD mode 1. The
partial hemisphere has much lower energy in the lower frequencies than the other two geometries, with a peak
at StD ≈ 0.4. The energy for frequencies higher than this drops off, following the spectra of the hemisphere
fairly closely. For mode 2 corresponding to the separation-wake relationship, the hemisphere and hemisphere +
cylinder both have higher energy for the lower frequencies that decreases for higher frequencies with no prominent
peaks. The partial hemisphere, however, has lower energy for the lower frequencies and has a slight peak around
StD ≈ 0.45, then dropping off for higher frequencies, again following closely the spectra of the hemisphere. For
mode 3, which corresponds to the strong correlation in the wake, the hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder
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have higher spectral energy at lower frequencies, with a slight peak at StD ≈ 0.3, and dropping off for higher
frequencies. This falls within the range of Strouhal numbers, StD ≈ 0.2 − 0.5, expected for symmetric vortex
shedding.24 The partial hemisphere again has lower energy compared to the other two geometries in the higher
frequencies with a peak around StD ≈ 0.45, then drops off, following the hemisphere spectra.

Figure 11. JPOD Spectra Normalized by modal energy.

The spectra were normalized by the energy for a given mode, λn, to better compare the relative distribution
of energy for the different geometries, which is shown in Fig. 11. The hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder
collapsed very well for modes 1-3. The spectra of the partial hemisphere, however, has a much different shape
and doesn’t collapse as well. For mode 3 it remains well aligned with the hemisphere, and now the hemisphere
+ cylinder as well, for higher frequencies. For frequencies between StD = 0.06 − 0.4 the partial cylinder has
lower energy than the hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder. This overall agreement for the three geometries
is expected as mode 3 is significant for all three geometries. It also makes sense that there is a drop in energy
for the lower frequencies, as these are generally more associated with asymmetric vortex shedding, where the
symmetric vortex shedding tends to occur at higher frequencies.24 For the partial hemisphere, mode 2 has lower
energy for the lower frequencies StD < 0.4 and higher energy for the higher frequencies StD > 0.4. For the
partial hemisphere, the spectral peak in mode 1 is at a higher frequency than the other geometry’s peaks, with
its lower frequencies having lower energy and its higher frequencies having higher energy. Overall, the energy of
this mode is distributed more evenly across different frequencies than it is for the other geometries.

Normalizing by modes’ energies helps to collapse the hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder cases quite well
since their spectra have similar shapes. However, the partial hemisphere has a very different shape so dividing by
mode energy just offsets it upward. From Fig. 10, we can see how the partial hemisphere and hemisphere align
very well for the higher frequencies. It seems that as the protrusion increases, only the lower frequency energies
of these modes increase, up until the full hemisphere is reached. At this point, the energy at all frequencies
increases as the cylinder brings the hemisphere away from the wall and more flow is organized into these modes.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In the presented work, surface pressure field measurements were collected over a turret and its wake in order to
study the change from a predominantly spanwise symmetric to anti-symmetric flow field as the turret protrusion
is increased from a partial hemisphere to a full hemisphere. Pressure sensitive paint was used to measure the
surface pressure field for a 0.3 m diameter hemisphere + cylinder turret in Mach 0.5 flow with a Reynolds
number of ReD ≈ 2 × 106. The protrusions of the turret were varied from 0.07, 0.15 0.19 meters. POD and
JPOD modal analyses were performed for the three geometries to investigate the spatial distribution and spectra
of different modes. It was found that the surface pressure field of the partial hemisphere was overall less organized
compared to the other configurations and no modes were especially dominant. The organization that was present
in the modes mostly resulted from the flow in the wake, without much influence from the flow over the turret.
However, when the protrusion increases to the hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder, the unsteady separation
becomes much more prominent and is connected to both the separated region and the reattachment region of
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the wake. One separation-related mode was a previously proposed spanwise symmetric “breathing” mode.25

Another significant mode is a strong anti-symmetric vortex shedding mode that becomes the main source of
fluctuations in the pressure field and is related to the anti-symmetric fluctuation of the separation line. This
anti-symmetric mode has a peak in its spectra at StD ≈ 0.19 for the hemisphere and hemisphere + cylinder,
where the spectra of these modes had significant decrease in energy at lower frequencies below about StD = 0.2
for the partial hemisphere. It is unclear whether the unsteady separation and anti-symmetric shedding gradually
grow with protrusion or whether there is some point which the flow dynamics change suddenly. Overall, POD and
JPOD analyses gave similar modes and spectra peaks; however, correlation in the flow related to the unsteady
separation line was not as clear in the POD modes for the partial hemisphere. JPOD also provided a more direct
comparison between geometries.
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